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Hotel Alexandra 

"Classic Hotel in the Center of Copenhagen"

Hotel Alexandra is found right on the corner of H.C. Andersens Boulevard

and Studiestrde. This is a central location, only a few hundred meters from

the Town Hall Square, Tivoli, Strget, the Cirkus building and Vesterport

station. The ordinary and superior rooms are all furnished with a private

bathroom, hairdryer, iron, satellite TV and telephone. This three-star hotel

has dry cleaning and laundry facilities, as well as room service available to

all guests.

 +45 3374 4444  www.hotel-alexandra.dk/  reservations@hotel-

alexandra.dk

 H.C. Andersen Boulevard 8,

Copenhagen
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Nimb Hotel 

"Elegance & Sophistication"

Located in Copenhagen’s famous Tivoli Gardens, this stylish boutique

hotel is housed in an impressive Moorish-style building. It offers on-site

dining and designer rooms with flat-screen TVs and park views. Elegant

rooms with antique furniture and four-poster beds are featured in all Nimb

Hotel rooms. Each bathroom has a double sink and shower. Luxury

toiletries and guest bathrobes are also included. Selected rooms feature a

fireplace and a free-standing bathtub. The modern, spacious Nimb

Brasserie and Terrasse both offer Tivoli Gardens views. Guests can enjoy

seasonal Scandinavian dishes and French cuisine. Seafood and steaks,

cocktails and rare whiskies are available at Bar ‘n’ Grill. Featuring décor by

Hans J Wegner, the stylish Nimb Vinotek serves fine wines and light

meals. Nimb Bar is set in a historic ballroom complete with chandeliers

and a log fire. Nimb Hotel can help arrange private limousine service to

and from Copenhagen Airport, which is 8 km away.

 +45 88 700 000  www.nimb.dk/  hotel@nimb.dk  Bernstorffsgade 5,

Copenhagen
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Hotel Danmark 

"Heart Of Copenhagen's Shopping Area"

Hotel Danmark is located just across from Rådhuspladsen, the Town Hall

Square, at the heart of Copenhagen's main shopping area. Buses run right

to the door, but many of the big attractions like Tivoli, Glyptoteket, the

National Museum, Strget and Christiansborg are within walking distance.

The relatively small hotel attaches importance to personalised service. All

rooms are equipped with a private bathroom, hairdryer, telephone, radio

and cable TV. The hotel has its own underground garage.

 +45 3311 4806  www.hotel-danmark.dk/  hotel@hotel-danmark.dk  Vester Voldgade 89,

Copenhagen
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Andersen Hotel 

"Design-centric"

A strong focus on design pervades every element of this boutique hotel

located in the lively Vesterbro quarter. Rooms are done up in vibrant hues,

with unique and stylish furnishings and wallpapers by Designers Guild.

Equipped with a host of creature comforts including wireless internet and

premium bathroom amenities, the rooms make for a pleasant stay. Kick-

start your day with the hotel's extensive breakfast buffet. The lobby level

lounge offers tea and coffee throughout the day. Bike rentals are available

at the hotel for you to explore the city like a local. Check website for

bookings and more.

 +45 3331 4344

(Reservations)

 www.andersen-hotel.dk/  info@andersen-hotel.dk  Helgolandsgade 12,

Copenhagen
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Hotel CPHLiving 

"On the waters"

If you just can't get enough of the city's charming canals, this hotel is your

best bet. Literally standing in the waters, CPHLiving is a floating boutique

hotel offering comfortable accommodation and some of the best views of

the city. All rooms are canal-facing, and are designed to maximize views,

with an entire wall made of glass. Needless to say, there's ample natural

light in the rooms during the day. Featuring clean lines and a minimalistic

decor, the rooms make for a comfortable stay. Head to the rooftop deck

for panoramic views of the city. There's no restaurant on-site, but the

surrounding area has numerous dining options. Check website for

availability and more.

 +45 6160 8546  www.cphliving.com/  info@cphliving.com  Langebrogade 1C,

Copenhagen
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